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The startup economy is worth trillions of dollars but a large
majority of these startups and small businesses do not yet
have the resources or access to the technological
advancements of blockchain technology and the benefits
that smart contracts provide.

Making Blockchain
Technology accessible

The Smart Startup Token (SMRT) is the gateway to smart contracts for startups and small businesses.
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Think of a vending machine that dispenses templates of
smart contracts with a row for business formation, a row
for intellectual property, a row for funding, a row for trading
etc. Choose your template, insert your token, and get going
on filling in the contract or engaging an expert to help you.
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The SMRT project is to create this vending machine and the user interface to turn the templates into
executable contracts. We are focused on the clearly defined ecosystem of startups and small
businesses, providing automatically enforced contracts that enable them to trade and function.

Payment via
SMRT Tokens

The rows in our vending machine that are likely to utilise the most SMRT tokens will be the finance
agreements such as peer to peer lending and equity, also the trading agreements between the
seller and buyer. These will be sold in bundles and enable businesses to create automatically
enforced agreements in much the same way as centralised and decentralised marketplaces enable
trade. Our smart contracts will reduce friction, costs and facilitate enforcement of these agreements
and trade.
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Smart Contracts automate the enforcement of commercial
agreements by transferring digital assets such as digital
money, updating accounts and recording key evidence or
transactions on a blockchain. This means that the parties
specified do not need to trust each other to carry out the
agreement, the smart contract automates it.

The type of smart contract we will be offering
are Ricardian contracts which combine smart
software contract code with a natural language
contract so that interpretation and ambiguous
situations such as human errors, unanticipated
circumstances and cross border disputes can
be resolved. Many of our smart contracts will
additionally be supported by a separate
dispute resolution contract, involving
arbitration which is recognised internationally
and enforced in national or state courts.
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:RC-bow-tie.png Author: Artied
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Our smart contract templates will cover basic contractual
areas that startups and small businesses encounter such as
shareholder and intellectual property agreements. More
excitingly however, they will also cover finance and trading
agreements in the way the Ethereum blockchain was
originally designed for. Peer to Peer finance, in lending and
equity, of the type Funding Circle and CrowdCube
participate in, can be rolled into smart contracts.
Established trading marketplaces such as eBay or Gumtree could benefit enormously from our smart
contracts, as buyers and sellers will have automatically enforced agreements to transfer money for
goods. They also open the way for many more new decentralised marketplaces, where the smart
contracts are the enforcements of trade. Small businesses would be able to buy bundles of our smart
contract templates to facilitate their sell/buy trades.

Providing efficient, transparent and
borderless business transactions.
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The Smart Startup Company and SMRT token team are
highly skilled and experienced in running successful
businesses. They have a wide variety of talent, connections
and expertise in blockchain, AI, entrepreneurship, funding,
intellectual property, government and regulation. Giving
SMRT a very solid base.
Some team members are working in an advisory capacity, while holding down high profile jobs in
industry, government and academia. Others are working full time to build the infrastructure of a
world leading company. Upon completion of the ICO, the team will be expanding to bring onboard
in-house software developers, lawyers and finance specialists, building an internal infrastructure and
one to manage our partners.
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Simon Krystman

Prof Alan Barrell

Dr Syed Kamall, MEP

Prof Glen Parry

Entrepreneur and Founder

Alternative Finance, Formerly
Entrepreneur in Residence
Judge Business School

Government and Regulation

Blockchain and ICO







Kelsey Paulding

Flint Sperber

John Nevard

Maria Kolitsida

ICO and Regulation

Economic Model

Intellectual Property

Artificial Intelligence





David Blair
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Legal, Compliance and
Regulation Advisor

Anne Cantelo
PR and Communications



Blockchain, financial software development and emerging technology.

DataArt
We are partnering with DataArt to deliver our technical
architecture and our suite of SMRT smart contracts.
www.dataart.com

The core of our company is the marriage of legal agreements
with blockchain software code, supported by data science
and AI. Our key partners represent this core and employ
leading practitioners in their respective domains.

Legal, commercial, intellectual property and technology.

Shoosmiths
We are partnering with Shoosmiths to deliver the legal
agreements and contracts side of our smart contracts.
www.shoosmiths.co.uk

Artificial Intelligence and Data Science.

Brainpool
The Network of AI Experts

We are partnering with these leading AI and Data Science
specialists and engineers to deliver true innovation to
smart contracts.
www.brainpool.ai
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Products:

Automatically enforced smart contracts for early stage business. Shareholder
agreements, finance agreements and trading agreements that do not need
intermediaries. The marriage of software and law brings tremendous
efficiencies to agreements. Our product is a Vending Machine for these
contacts. Both our own created legal agreements and those of 3rd party law
firms are sold here, analogous to an App Store for contracts.

Markets:

Global small business trading for decentralised peer to peer marketplaces, i.e
trading from your website or peer to peer marketplaces. Businesses can be born
global via the blockchain on a smart contract. They can raise finance via a smart
contract and trade via a smart contract without intermediaries such as banks in
a truly global fashion.

Business Model:

Access to platform via a token (SMRT). Select and purchase a smart contract.
Customise the contract or use Smart Startups legal advisors to help with
customisation. All stages of the model are revenue producing and scalable with
revenue coming from own brand contracts, 3rd party contracts and add on legal
services. Growth to be achieved via own marketing including ICO awareness
campaign and partnerships with peer to peer platforms. The business model is
not restricted by language or territory as we host both local contracts servicing
local marketplaces and global contracts servicing global marketplaces.

Summary
Domain Name: Smrt.network
Company Name: Smart Startup Ltd
Sector: Legal, Blockchain, AI, Startups, SME’s
Executive Summary: Blockchain platform for entrepreneurs, startups
and SME’s, providing smart contracts to establish and run an early stage
business in a frictionless way.
Awareness Campaign: Completed
Token Standard: ERC20
Blockchain: Ethereum

USPs:

> New way of establishing trust through the blockchain for startups.
> Businesses can be born global.
> Frictionless trade without intermediaries such as banks.
> Marriage of software and law.
Each of the above are USP’s from the ‘old way’. Smart Startup is combining these
and bringing together a unique talent pool of lawyers, software coders and
AI specialists together with business experience and test marketplaces. Our
uniqueness differentiates us.

Near term opportunities: www.twelveronnies.com will offer smrt.network to their entrepreneurs,
inventors and startups.
www.ideaspatch.co.uk will offer smrt.network to their SME’s and investors

Rationale of Fund
Raising:

Feedback from awareness campaign suggests the concept is well received (see
“As seen on:” section of www.smartstartuptoken.tech. However, prototype or
a full blown product is needed to progress from here. Costs for the prototype/
main product and ICO marketing costs are needed to support the launch.

Use of Funds:

Build platform and launch product.

Targeted Exit:

Acquisition by law firm or blockchain company within 3 – 5 years.

Financial Summary

Financial
Summary

2018
£000’s

2019
£000’s

2020
£000’s

2021
£000’s

Actual

Forecast

Plan

Outline Plan

Revenue

0

605

1,790

13,160

Expenses

300

619

1,518

8,862

Profit before
tax

(14)

272

4,298

Closing cash

(14)

258

4,556

(All values £K)

Funding History:

The Company has been funded to date by founder Simon Krystman to the tune
of £50K spent on setup and awareness campaign with £50K in bank to support
next stage.

This Funding Round:

£300K (SEIS)

Valuation:

£1M - £1.5M
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web: smrt.network | contact: simon@smrt.network

